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Full Name: Jacob MOTHOMOGOLO

Position: Projects Executive-Wesizwe Platinum Ltd

Date and place of birth:
28 March 1972—Lady Selbourne, Pretoria

Qualifications:
B.Sc. Mining Eng. - Wits
MDP - Stellenbosch
M Eng. ( Project Management) - UP

Brief career history:
Jacob started his mining career with Anglo-gold in 1995 after completing his bachelor’s degree
from Wits. He then progressed through the ranks rising up to middle management having
obtaining all governments certificates along the way. 
He then joined Debeers group as a Projects Mining Engineer in the planning and projects
departments at Cullinan Mine. He then left mining for consulting industry joining TWP Projects
starting as a Projects Mining Engineer rising to be a Project Manager. He left consulting industry
after 8 years where he was occupying the position of a Senior Projects Manager to join Wesizwe
as a Projects Executive in 2011. 
He also served on the TWP Board Sub-Committee known as a ‘Shadow Board’. During his work
at TWP he worked on projects in countries such as Zambia, Tanzania, Zimbabwe and
Botswana. 
Jacob is fairly involved in the mining industry of South Africa; he does this in his spare time as a
member of the Council of The Southern African Mining and Metallurgy-SAIMM. He is also a
member of the public advisory committee on mining for the Engineering Council of SA-ECSA
and he is Fellow Member of the SAIMM. Jacob gives an annual lecture on Project Management
in the minerals industry where he meets young engineers about to embark on their mining
careers where he also mentors a lot of them in their early years in the industry.

Interaction/activities that you take part in within the SAIMM:
• FSAIMM
• Member of council since 2005/6
• Member of the PAC-ECSA advisory
• Ex-Chair Technical Programmes Committee Mining - TPC Mining

What do you foresee yourself contributing to within the SAIMM?:
• Helping SAIMM to expand into Africa and also continuing to serve its membership by

collecting and providing good quality information about the minerals industry.
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• Help to make SAIMM an institution that participates actively in the affairs of mining in
this country without losing focus of its stated objective.

• As a non for profit and non-governmental organisation, SAIMM should be able to
engage in affairs of the industry openly with both private sector and government with
the aim of presenting and help shape the mineral laws of this country.

• Play a meaningful role of information collating and sharing also enhancing skills in the
minerals industry by providing assistance to training of young aspiring professionals.

Other information the members should know:
I am married to Zandile and together we’ve got three children. I have taken up golf and
trying to pick up game time but the rate is very slow. I enjoy watching sport on TV and a big
supporter of all SA teams. I enjoy all kinds of music and recently I find myself watching a lot
of cooking channels on TV….with my wife.


